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Key investment beliefs:

> All investment decisions are research-based

> High active share and long-term investment horizon

> Sustainability insights support better-informed investment decisions
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Preliminary figures as of end March 2021.

Global, Regional and Trends focused investment capabilities
Robeco Fundamental Equities

Robeco Sustainable Global Stars Equities

EUR 38 billion

Assets under Management 
Fundamental Equities

68 Investment professionals

18+ years of average industry 
experience

In-depth research

Fundamental & focused 
approach 
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UN PRI Global Compact Breach Weapons Tobacco               Palm oil                Military contracting                  Firearms Thermal coal Alcohol Gambling Adult entertainment 

Source: Robeco, RobecoSAM. For mandates we can offer customized solutions. *Based on RobecoSAM Smart ESG scores. **SDG Engagement strategy.

Sustainable Investing solutions at Robeco Fundamental Equities

Robeco Sustainability categories INSIDE FOCUSED IMPACT**

Values-based exclusions ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

Negative screening Exclude bottom 20% worst from universe* ✓

ESG integration Improve the risk/return profile ✓ ✓ ✓

Active ownership Voting ✓ ✓ ✓

Engagement ✓ ✓ ✓

Improved ESG profile Better ESG score versus the index* ✓

Environmental footprint reduction GHG Emissions – Scope 1 & 2 -20%

Energy Consumption -20%

Water Use -20%

Waste generation -20%

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Contribute positively to realizing the SDGs ✓
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ESG integration – a practical approach



Three steps approach to quantify the impact of ESG factors:
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See also: Zandbergen, M. , “Two worlds colliding: insights from three years of ESG integration”, Robeco white paper, April 2017

How ESG directly impacts our valuations
ESG integration

Fundamental Equity analystRobeco Sustainability analyst

Better informed 
investment decisions

Step 1

Identify and focus on most 

material ESG issues

Step 2

Analyze impact of material ESG 

factors on the business model

Step 3

Quantify impact to adjust value 

driver assumptions
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ESG Dashboard: bottom-up Materiality Framework: top-down

Step 1: Which ESG factors are financially material to the performance of a company?
Neste Oyj* example – Identify material ESG factors

Refining & Marketing

*Disclaimer: examples are only used to explain the investment approach and cannot in any way be seen as an investment recommendation. 
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Material factors Performance analysis Impact on value drivers

ESG Dashboard > No material issues identified. > No adjustments

Climate Strategy > Sustainable fuels such as Neste’s renewable diesel are crucial to curb GHG emissions

> Potential for sustainable aviation fuel, bio-based plastics and chemicals is significant

> Neste’s global market share of 50%+ is, therefore, a huge competitive advantage

> Other complex refiners will compete, but lack the product quality of Neste

> Positive for sales growth

Energy Mix > ~75% of earnings is from Renewables, remainder is conventional oil products

> Transition plan away from fossil fuel is work in progress, but should get more priority

> Neutral impact

Innovation Management > Neste’s pioneering and patented NExBTL technology allows for flexible use of feedstock

> Neste explores new raw materials and solutions for the bio- and circular economy

> Positive for margins

Supply Chain Management > Very broad and flexible base of raw material feedstock is key advantage

> Palm oil and PFDA from suppliers are traceable but is something worth monitoring

> Neste is best positioned to navigate any regulatory changes regarding feedstock mix

> Oil products: too heavy reliance on Urals oil input, so best to diversify more

> Neutral impact

Step 2: How is the company exposed to material ESG factors?
Neste Oyj example – Analyze ESG impact
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*Competitive Advantage Period (CAP). For more details see also: Berkouwer, C & Li, K. (2018), “When CAP meets ESG: uncovering uncharted territory”, Robeco White Paper, February 2018.

Step 3: Explicit integration into valuation assessment 
Neste Oyj example – Quantify ESG impact

Value driver Sales growth Margins Invested Capital WACC CAP* Target price

Pre-ESG valuation 2.0-2.5% sales growth 10.0-11.0% OPM 8.0% 15 years EUR 43

ESG adjustment Climate Strategy:

+250 bps

Innovation Management:

+150 bps

- - + EUR 11

(= +26%)

Final valuation 4.5-5.0% sales growth 11.5-12.5% OPM 8.0% 15 years EUR 54
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ESG performance measurement
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Source: Robeco. Berkouwer, C. (2021), “Solving the Rubik’s cue called ESG”, Robeco article, February 2021

Impact of ESG factors on valuation assessment

Sustainable Global Stars: 200+ investment cases – main findings:

> 52% of all cases saw ESG impacting a company’s valuation, whereas in 48% of the cases no adjustment was made

> 35% of valuation adjustments were positive and 17% had a negative impact

> Positive adjustments due to focus on Quality companies having high ROICs and strong FCF generation

ESG impact (in bps) on valuation assessment: 2017 - 2020

Negative impact: 
17% of total cases

No impact: 48% of total cases

Positive impact: 35% of total cases



ESG impacting valuation
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Adjusting the value drivers to determine ESG impact

ESG performance attribution starts bottom-up



Based on our research, ESG factors have positively contributed to the investment result 

> ESG explains almost 20% of outperformance in 2017-20

> Outperformance driven by integrating ESG factors into the valuation analysis

> Exclusion Tobacco and Aerospace & Defense companies also helped drive outperformance

Source: Robeco. Berkouwer, C. (2021), “Solving the Rubik’s cue called ESG”, Robeco article, February 2021
* Based on Robeco EUR G composite data.

For Sustainable Global Stars Equities
Impact of ESG factors on investment performance

ESG performance attribution
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ESG 
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38%

ESG 
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15%
ESG 
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10%

ESG 
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18%

Overall ESG 
attribution: ~20%
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Key Takeaways

> ESG integration is really about being better equipped to identify sustainability risks and opportunities = better decision-making

> Robeco’s USP: having all three key ESG capabilities in-house (e.g., fundamental analysis, SI research and Active Ownership)

> Positive correlation between strong ESG credentials and Quality characteristics of a company

> ESG acts as a performance cushion and increasingly as a performance driver too!


